Introduction
1. General Idea. In this paper formal operators and bracketings devices are essentially the same; so are well formed formulae and correct bracketings.
A well known theorem of symbolic logic (Post languages, etc.) and universal algebra characterizes well formed formulae among (linear) strings of symbols for variables and operators in terms of a system of numerical inequalities, one of them an equality. 1 A better idea is to consider circular formulae. By bending formulae into oriented circles, or cycles, in particular well formed formulae into so-called unit cycles, one overcomes the asymmetry between head (left) and tail (right) end. Unit cycles have a simpler characterization than well formed formulae and are readily enumerated. The "welding point" can be recovered, as each unit cycle determines a unique cutting place such that the stretched out string is a well formed formula.
Resume.
The basic results of this paper are THEOREM 
Each string of symbols satisfying L -a = 1, or, what is the same, a = m + n has one and only one cyclic permutation for which it is a well formed formula; that is a = m + n is a necessary and sufficient condition for a cyclic formula to be that of a well determined well formed formula.
Here L = n + m + 1 is the length of the string, n the number of variables x u ---,x n ; m + 1 the number of operators g 0 ,---g m of "arities" a 0 , ••-,a m respec- [2] Well-formed formulae 155
tively; a = Z7=o a y t n e t o t a l arity of the string. The theorem assures that each unit cycle admits a unique cut determining a well formed formula. This gives a simple method of producing well formed formulae, indeed all well formed formulae. The essential tools for assuring the unity of the cut are Lemma 2, which asserts the fundamental bracketing property, and its corollary-the natural partial order of brackets by inclusion. As a further corollary one obtains THEOREM 
The number of distinct well formed formulae
where F is the set of operations and m f the number of times the operator f appears among the operators g } .
Theorem 1 has two distinct proofs: The first one, based on building up well formed formulae from shorter ones has already been described above. The other one is essentially a proposition about sequences of integers and their partial sums (Proposition 2) which, by the way, has obvious generalizations to finite sums of reals (Proposition 3) and integrals (Proposition 4); this method effectively determines the unique place of the cut, that is, the cyclic permutation in Theorem 1, by using the existence of partial sums having an extremal property.
Interpretation and Extensions.
Traditionally F in (•) would be interpreted as the set of "fundamental" operations (the /'s not listed among the g-3 having multiplicity m s = 0); or, as the set of fundamental operations appearing among the gj (all m f ^ 1). However, the limitation to fundamental operations is irrelevanteverything applies to all operations, fundamental or derived (composed) ones, without distinction. Moreover, the interpretation as operations, i.e. as mappings / : A" -* A of the a-th power of a carrier (support) A into A (a = a f is the arity of / ) , is irrelevant too. Our theory is one of abstract groupings, packings, or, synonymously, of bracketings as purely formal operations.
Extension of these methods to languages with richer logical content, admitting a greater variety of symbols (predicates, quantifiers, allowing for the special role of " = ", etc.) is desirable and seems feasible. Further combinatorial and number theoretical results and applications to systems of linear inequalities, convex polyhedra etc., may be implied. One may also venture the suggestion of an analogue in theoretical physics: particle formation, by packing of sub-particles, and splitting of particles, considering well formed formulae built up from shorter ones as analogues of stable particles composed from smaller ones. DovTamari [3] seems to be new is the surprisingly simple Theorem 1, its elegant conceptual proof, as well as the more general interpretation. This paper was motivated by the search for a simpler argument to replace the ingenuous, but long and difficult proof of a formula for the number of faces of given form of polyhedra ^n due to Mme de Fougeres ( [3] , section 3, Theorem 2).
The idea of circular permutations was conceived independently and earlier, perhaps for the first time, by Silberger [7] 2 in connection with the special problem of enumeration of binary bracketings. The method of partial sums with an extremal property implying also cyclic permutations, appears, probably for the first time in Raney's [5] 3 proof of formula (*). The history of special cases and interpretations of this problem goes back for more than 200 years, at least till Euler. Closed enumeration formulae were first proven, mostly by function-theoretical methods, in the 19th century (Binet, Catalan, Lame, Rodriguez). Cayley and Schroder considered certain variations on this problem. Formula (*) was obtained for the first time by Erdelyi and Etherington in 1940 [2] (by function-theoretical means). Further references can be found in the books and papers listed in our bibliography and in standard reference works. The following reformulation of this proof is even simpler and more conceptual : An intersection of two properly overlapping elementary units is simultaneously a final and an initial segment, that is of weight ^ 1 and ^ 0 which is absurd.
Some Preliminaries on Well
REMARK. There can be two intersections at once. COROLLARY 
Among the L distinct full arcs s'"
1 there is at most one elementary unit.
PROOF. Any two among them overlap (even twice).
A necessary condition for t to have a full elementary unit is v(t) = 1; by Corollary 3 there can be at most one. One proves that indeed there always is one.
Consider the system of all elementary unit arcs of t ordered by inclusion.
COROLLARY 4. t is partitioned by its maximal elementary units.

COROLLARY 5. v(t) = L -a = number of maximal elementary units of t.
This proves use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700016736 [6] Well formed formulae 159 PROOF. P u t M = Z y = \ z ; . Then S * = 1 z y < Mfor all k < i -l , I * = 1 z y < M for all k.
One obtains the uniqueness, as above from the fundamental bracket property (Lemma 2), that is, by Corollary 3; or independently, as follows: 
